
January 20, 2017

Ms. Miriam Hair, Executive Director

Municipal Association of South Carolina
P.O. Box 12109

Columbia, SC 29211

Dear Director Hair:

Attorney General Alan Wilson has referred your letter dated September 19, 2016 to the Opinions section
for a response. The following is this Office's understanding of your question and our opinion based on
that understanding.

Issue (as quoted from your letter);

"Does a newly incorporated municipality or municipality that is otherwise without a property tax levy
have the authority to levy [a] property tax under South Carolina law?

The Municipal Association of South Carolina has recently received inquiries from some cities in the state
about their authority to levy a property tax. In particular, cities that currently do not levy a property tax
are confused about their authority to do so in li^ht ofa previous opinion your office issued to the Town of

Edgefieldon July 9. 2014.

We believe all cities in South Carolina have authority through the state Constitution and the SC Code of
Laws to levy a property tax.

Section 6-1-320 was intended to limit increases of not remove, the levy authority

Plain language examination of this provision signals a key underlying presumption that the formula laid
out would only be applied where there was a millage rate "imposed.. . for the preceding tax year." Every
sentence proceedingfrom that initial sentence is clearly intended to build upon that baseline assumption,
andfails where that baseline assumption is not satisfied.

The formula contained in the first sentence of (A)(1) fails to result in any millage levy where the previous
year's millage rate was zero. The second and third sentences of (A)(1), which wouldformulaically allow
large rate increases where CPI or population growth are significant, would simultaneously allow zero
increase, and indeed no assessment at all where there was zero millage during the prior year.

This well-settled rule is made all the more applicable regarding the present question because of the South
parolina Constitution's liberal construction requirement in favor of municipalities.

Article VIII, Section 17 ofthe Constitution states the following:
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